
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Event Offerings 
 
Sign up for: 

 
Hours 

  
Price€ 

 
Large Day Even(>100 
people)  05:00  1000 

 Large Day Event 04:00     800 

 Half Day Event (50 people) 03:00  600 

 Night Shoot 02:00  500 

     

     
 
Price includes two operators. 
 
Deposit of €150 required to secure bookings. 
Customised packages available on request. 
 
Award ceremony which includes cups for 1

st
, 2

nd
 

and 3
rd

 place = €50 
 
100 people over 5 hours can fire 15 clays twice. 
 

 

David Ryan  
Lasersport Ireland 

Doonbeg, Co. Clare 
 

Phone: 0863604000 
E-mail:lasersportireland@gmail.com 

Web: www.lasersportireland.com 

Lasersport Game Outdoor 

Lasersport Shooting System allows 5 people at any 
time to play either indoors or outdoors, during the 
daytime or at night. Which makes it an attractive all 
year round offering. 
For outdoor use, a minimum area of 30m x 10m is 
required to enable the clay to fly and land. 
Lasersport Clays 

Lasersport clays are reusable and are supplied in 3 
fluorescent colours for daytime shooting, and 
luminous clays supplied for use at night.  
Automatic Clay Launcher 

The launcher holds up to 55 clays and has a built-in 
unit which charges the luminous clays. It can be 
adjusted to fire clays at different heights and angles, 
and a clay is automatically launched each time a 
game is started. This means that the Lasersport 
system can be operated by one person.  
At Night 

The automatic launcher charges the luminous clays 
before launching them, and they create a bright 
green luminous path across the night sky.  
Lasersport Game Indoor 

The 'SMART’ Indoor System is designed for use in 
pubs, clubs, conference rooms - in fact almost any 
indoor location.  
With the Lasersport Shooting System, up to five 
people shoot at the same target at the same time, 
which not only makes Lasersport highly competitive. 
A minimum area of 5m x 5m is required. 
Total Safety 

Lasersport can be enjoyed by people of all ages. It 
can be played just for fun, or as a serious 
competition with people participating as individuals 
or as part of a team.  
As with any sport, there are different levels and 
classes of Lasersport enabling it to be played by 
everyone.  
Green & Clean 

Lasersport is the only shooting sport you can enjoy 
knowing that there is absolutely no harm to the 
environment. Lasersport guns fire a harmless infra-
red beam at re-usable clays - and even the sound is 
totally controllable. 

 

 Professional 

We offer a professional and friendly service, with 
experienced instruction available for all shooters. 

Lasersport Ireland 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

What it looks like 


